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Fixed or Variable? Which way should you go? 

There have been many studies which have shown that over time, it’s better to stick with a 

variable rate and ride the rollercoaster those rates can sometimes travel on. Which is 

exactly what interest rates have done in the last few years here in Australia. In August 

2007, the official cash rate set by the Reserve Bank was 6.5 per cent. By December that 

year it was slashed to 4.25 per cent at the start of the GFC and by the following February it 

was 3.25 per cent. 

With more global uncertainty and unemployment 

numbers up here locally, the banks dropping 

their fixed rates, there’s speculation that the RBA 

will cut the cash rate from 4.75 per cent when 

they next meet on September 6. 

However, Aussie’s Executive Chairman and 

founder John Symond said while there is a 

chance variable rates will also drop in the 

upcoming months, a fixed rate can be useful for 

homeowners, particularly if they are planning a 

change in their circumstances. 

“Fixed rates are good when you’re planning to start a family, or a work situation is 

changing as it gives the homeowner some security over the level of the repayments,” he 

said. 

Mr Symond said fixed rate loans have conditions such as the amount of the extra 

repayments which can be made each year, break costs if the house is sold or the loan is 

paid out early and a lack of extra features which might be associated with variable loans, 

such as redraw. 

“Personally I believe it’s better to go with a variable rate as you can pay as much as you 

like off the loan, reducing the term and the level of interest payments,” he said. 

“However, if homeowners are concerned about interest rates going up the perhaps splitting 

the loan into a fixed and variable component may be a good option. 

“It’s an each-way bet, which gives some peace of mind over the repayment amount while 

still allowing them to repay the variable component as fast as they want.” 

http://www.rba.gov.au/monetary-policy/int-rate-decisions/2008/index.html 

http://www.rba.gov.au/monetary-policy/int-rate-decisions/2007/index.html 

Source: Aussie Mortgages 

Welcome to the September  

2011 edition of On Location, 

the newsletter keeping clients 

of Gary Peer & Associates and 

all people interested in property 

informed. 

What a busy Winter Season 

this has been.. Despite trend 

reports in the news pointing to 

a downturn,  we have 

personally seen some record 

sales, and  auctions at Gary 

Peer remain a hot ticket.  

Since I have been finding such 

excellent results in the auctions 

I have been attending, I 

thought I would  include 

information for you explaining a 

little more about why auctions 

are such a great selling tool. 

I have also included some 

other useful information which 

could help save you money, 

about fixed and variable loans. 

 

Best regards, 

David Cutler 
Sales Consultant 

With the major lenders all dropping their fixed rates in the last few weeks, it’s a good 

time to consider whether locking in a rate is the way to go. 

hotPROPERTY available now 

Architect Designed Innovation 

with Luxury & Location 

3 Lucan St Caulfield Nth 

Single Level Serenity with Space 

& Sunshine 

2/33 Clinton St Brighton East 

Unparalleled Experience of 

Resort Style Magnificence 

20-22 Howitt Rd Caulfield Nth 

Seriously Spacious,                

Perfectly Positioned 

78 Grosvenor St Balaclava 

http://www.rba.gov.au/monetary-policy/int-rate-decisions/2008/index.html
http://www.rba.gov.au/monetary-policy/int-rate-decisions/2007/index.html
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Disclaimer:  David Cutler at Gary Peer has gathered this 
information to provide an interesting document for readers 

and subscribers. Information contained herein is gathered 
from a range of sources including but not limited to; local 
press both virtual and hardcopy, valuer general information 
& agents own investigations. All efforts are made to verify 

the information provided. The information is not to be treated 
as advice , relied upon or used in dealings with third parties. 
People should make their own investigations regarding their 
own property or personal circumstances. Opinions and 

observations offered should not be treated as fact.  It should 
not be relied on in making any selling, purchasing or invest-
ment decisions.  

Questions? Comments? 

Need your details updated 

or you’d like to refer a 

colleague to our  

distribution list? Please 

forward such details to 

davidc@garypeer.com.au 

For further details: 
For information on these properties or to make enquiries 

about your property, please contact David Cutler on  

Phone: 9526 1945 or 0416 845 458 

Email:  davidc@garypeer.com.au 

More properties may be viewed on www.garypeer.com.au 

recentSALES  
by gary peer & associates 

16 Murray Rd McKinnon 

8 Otira Rd Caulfield Nth 

3/184 Balaclava Rd Caul Nth 

5/78 Hotham St St Kilda East 

27 Almond St Caulfield Sth 

13/1-3 Carre St Elsternwick 

3/51 Westbury St St Kilda E 

38 Webb St Caulfield 

10/9 Kooyong Rd Caulfield Nth 

26a Ross St Elsternwick 

Property Blog 
Subscribe to 

Like this newsletter?  

For more helpful info find David Cutler online: 

 

Facebook 
Find me on 

Twitter 
Follow me on 

LinkedIn 
Look me up on 

When The Going Gets Tough,  
An Auction Gets It Going  

Auctions motivate buyers to make the decision to purchase in a set 

time frame and achieve an outcome for vendors. To put this in 

perspective, at Gary Peer, our auction clearance rate over a three-

phase campaign has been a whopping 95% (38 out of 40 properties 

have sold in the last 5 weeks ).  

At a recent auction 

in Park Crescent, 

Caulfield North, we had 

strong interest and 

three committed 

bidders. The 4 

bedroom house 

expected to realise 

between $950 and 

$1,045,000 sold 

competitively under the hammer with multiple bidders for 

$1,233,000. This price could not have been achieved if the property 

wasn't offered under auction conditions. 

In the current market, the merits of going to auction are that:  

 Vendors have the opportunity of getting a cash unconditional 

contract. 

 Buyers have a time frame to organise their purchasing position. 

 Gives Buyers a sense of urgency to act.  

 Market value can be identified via purchaser feedback. 

 Even if property doesn’t go on auction day, you have three weeks 

of great information taken from the 3 weeks of open for 
inspections, to use when setting a price so that your property isn’t 
priced out of the market place. 

Is Spring a good time to go to auction? Properties with large buyer 

groups, development opportunities, family homes, or those that the 

agent believes will have good competition are best to market in the 

final stages of winter and into the onset of spring when the season 

peaks (now). Properties whose true market value can be hard to 

determine would also benefit at this time, simply leaving it up to the 

market and the skills of a good agent, to decide its price. 

No one can deny that the market has changed. In any market, 

even a challenging one, auctions can still produce great 

results.  
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